









































High Level
Process Overview

Customer contacts
Groupon with a request

Customer requests are
compiled by the Groupon
Resolution Team















Term:

What it means:

Billing ID

The Billing ID is a reference code that you can use to locate the customers
details in Commerce Interface. If you need instructions on how to use
Commerce Interface, please reach out directly to your Partner Manager

Customer Name

Wherever this is specified in the "desired resolution 3.0" column of the excel
attachment, the request is to contact the customer directly to assist them
with their query. In instances such as this, we have already directed the
customer to contact you directly and the customer has been unable to make
contact
This column will specify the customer name

DCO / Voucher

Wherever this is specified it means that the deal has been sold and fulfilled
by you, the merchant. The alternative to "DCO / Voucher" is a "seller on
record" deal. In this instance the deal will be sold directly by Groupon under
the "Groupon Goods Global GmbH" name.

Delayed Order

Missing Order - the order is outside of the advertised shipping window and
the customer still has not received their item
The desired resolution of the customer i.e. the action you are required to
take to complete the request

Escalation First Comment
Escalation Reason 3.0

This column provides additional information from the customer about their
request. For instance for incomplete orders, further details about what
exactly is missing from the order will be specified in this column
The reason we are contacting you for assistance

Fulfilment Method

The fulfilment method is the method you have chosen to deliver to the
customer when setting up the agreement. For further details about this,
please reach out to your Partner Manager

Groupon Resolution Team

The Groupon Resolution Team is a subset of Customer Service. There are
several teams spread across EMEA who all specialise in resolving escalated
customer queries. IT is members of the Groupon Resolution Team who will
contact you with the Goods escalations

Incomplete Order

Partial missing order - this means the customer has not received their full
order

Invoice request

For these escalations, the customer requires an invoice to be sent directly to
them. All details (including customer contact details) will be visible in the
excel attachment

Term:

What it means:

Order

An order is a single item placed by the customer. For instance if a customer
buys an iPhone from the Groupon website, this will be classed as one order.
If the customer purchases three iPhones in three separate purchases, this
will be classed as three orders. The exception to this is when a customer
purchases a multi-pack deal, for instance "buy three iPhones for €1,500" in
this instance the three iPhones will be classed as one order.

Partner Name

This will generally either state your business name, or "Groupon Goods
Global GmbH" when the goods have been sold directly from Groupon and
you are the supplier of the goods

Product is damaged / broken /
incorrect

Sometimes an order is damaged in transit, or it simply does not work. In this
instance you will be required to complete the customers desired resolution,
which will be either to send a replacement, authorise a return, or contact
the customer directly. If you are ever unsure about what action needs to be
taken, please contact the Groupon Resolutions Team by replying directly to
the email request

Provide information

Whenever this is specified in the "desired resolution 3.0" column of the
excel attachment, the request is to provide additional information. This can
be done by contacting the customer directly, or inputting the requested
information in a spare column on the excel attachment. We will then be able
to provide this information directly to the customer

Receive item

This is a desired resolution of the customer, the customer wishes to receive
their missing order
This is a desired resolution of the customer, the customer would like a
refund. In most cases Groupon needs to action the refund, so we require
you reply to the attachment either approving or rejecting the refund
request. If you are rejecting the request you must provide detailed
information why that we are able to pass on to the customer

Re-ship item NTK

This is a desired resolution of the customer, the customer wishes to receive
their missing order, however the first order was sent untracked. In this
instance you must re-ship the order with tracking. After you have re-shipped
the order you must provide the valid tracking code in the attachment when
replying to the Groupon Resolutions Team

Re-ship missing item(s)

This is a desired resolution of the customer when the customer has not
received their full order. In this instance you are required to re-ship the
missing part(s) directly to the customer. After you have re-shipped the
missing part(s) you must clearly specify this in the attachment when replying
to the Groupon Resolutions Team

Term:

What it means:

Resolution Email

This is the email that is sent from the Groupon Resolutions Team to you, the
merchant. The Resolution Email will contain a hyperlink that must be clicked
to download the attachment. When replying, please ensure to reply directly
from the email address Groupon have contacted you on. For instance if we
have emailed john@merchant.com you must reply from
john@merchant.com

Send replacement
DCO/Voucher

This is a desired resolution of the customer when the customer has received
a faulty order. In this instance the customer has requested a replacement of
their faulty order. After you have re-shipped a replacement order you must
clearly specify this in the attachment when replying to the Groupon
Resolutions Team

SF - Account Name

This will generally either state your business name, or "Groupon Goods
Global GmbH" when the goods have been sold directly from Groupon and
you are the supplier of the goods

Voucher Code

A voucher code, sometimes also known as a Groupon code, is provided to
the customer whenever they purchase a voucher from the Groupon
website. A voucher code may also be provided by yourself as the merchant.
The voucher code will generally be used to obtain a discount, or in lieu of
payment, when placing an order on a website

Voucher Purchase Date

The Voucher Purchase Date is the date that the customer purchased the
order on the Groupon website

